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This hands-on personal workbook companion to the bestselling The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective Teens provides engaging activities to help teens understand and apply the power of
the 7 Habits. In this interactive volume, teens will see in-depth tools to boost self-esteem,
build friendships, withstand peer pressure, obtain goals, be friends with parents, and
strengthen themselves in lots of other areas. Whether they are already familiar with Covey's
Habits or are newcomers to his way to teenage success, teens can immerse themselves in
this personal workbook at their own pace and reap the benefits of its positive messages and
lessons in their own way. Now, in the same fun and amusing design, The 7 Habits of
IMPRESSIVE Teens Personal Workbook allows teens to build on the principles of the 7 Habits
through different thought-provoking exercises. Sean Covey's The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
Teens has sold more than 2 million copies to time and helped countless teens make smarter
decisions and enhance their sense of self-worth.
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Great book!! this book was useful for both my teenager and myself! Maybe you are ten and
want you could escape from real life but also obtain your life ready for whatever may
happen?.. well, happy! And thank you to everyone who helped write and or get this to book,
your attempts will never be forgotten. My boy will be working through this (this year) as he
begins the 8th grade. This is actually a funny story. It's never too past due to pick up this book!
I recommended this book to so of my adult close friends (mom and dad friends) and they
really seemed to enjoy it, and I possibly could really show they are employing what they
discovered in this reserve because they simply seem more. I can almost guarantee that book
is that you will be looking for! For some people that don't like to read but want a better life..
just like the eighty and ten yr olds, It is advisable to read this book. Pages ripped This was
supposed to be a Xmas present for my 13 year old. For the author of the book. I would
recommend it for all parents and teens.. This is really a funny story. The world is big and
arriving at them so fast. Though the chance you go through my comment is most probably
someone to many, I still thank you. They appear to have an improved grip on lifestyle and
emotions. Eighty years previous but still having trouble in life? many thanks... Definitely worth
the read actually if not for a college assignment! Equipping our kids to be most that they
could be! This is regarded as completely new? There exists a workbook that you can purchase
also. Should be required reading for all teens, SO GOOD. My 15 year old child asked for this
book on her behalf birthday after studying it in another of her classes at school. Thanks but no
thanks a lot you can have it back again. She loves this reserve and reads it frequently. This is
essential give publication to your child of they possess a personality that loves company,
leadership, social situations, business, and conversation. She frequently references something
she's read in the publication with is. I very pleased. So I was like, "SCORE! This book was
described me by the Asperger Experts. My child offers aspergers.. As he matures and as he
heads off to senior high school very soon, this book will be therefore very useful to him.. Many
thanks for helping my grasp on existence, my sight to beauty, my entire mindset, and my
interactions to people of all types. Thanks, Mr. And still, gives me crap out not properly
reading the description before purchasing that! I must say i recommend this book to anyone.
Many thanks Sean Covey!. Glad I decided to look through it the first 5 pages are ripped.
Bought for my 14yo girl but, my 12 calendar year . I think I will buy a classroom place and use it
as part of my curriculum next calendar year! They love it!. He is highly intelligent and a lovely
soul, but I needed something to help him to understand what makes a person
effective/effective in life. Bought for my 14yo girl but, my 12 12 months old son can't wait until
he gets to read it too. He marks parts that basically catch his interest and constantly really
wants to share the info with me. Both children aren't done reading the book yet so i can't say
how effective it really is but the truth that they both wish to learn it says alot about how
exactly well the writer does in connecting with the younger generation. The book is a superb
resource but the Kindle edition is not the same .. The book is a superb resource but the Kindle
edition isn't the same edition as the most current paperback.. Great for some, but be careful in
case you are purchasing for a class or conversation group, as I did. It had been obvious the
first day time of our dialogue group that I am needing to purchase the even more current
paperback edition. Amazing book! Had to read it for a summer time .. Students loved it! Not
really useful at all to them. Had to learn it for a summer time assignment and I can say that I
really enjoyed it! The author helps it be very interesting with the addition of anecdotes, short
tales, cartoons, etc. I purchased this book because for a few crazy reason the hardback was at
a lower price than the paperback. Or since this is actually the 21st century, have a bot or

something go through this to you. Bought this for my HS students as an alternative read." then
when the reserve arrived and it was only two inches high, *facepalm* however, my teenager
enjoyed it! I love giving a book at birthday and vacation which one was worth every penny.
Excellent Teens enjoy it. I've never noticed a reading assignment catch his attention so
wonderfully! Amazing book! Waste of money. tales that are incredibly uplifting. I chose a
whopping 5 star rating for this book because I feel like this could help out so a great many
other teenagers like me that are going through problems, but not only teenagers, this book
could help anyone, really. Great Great book and easy to keep with you on the run if you're
trying to improve your life 15 year old son can't get enough! :) I bought this as part of our
homeschool curriculum for my SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL Sophomore.. I feel it is an excellent
source for parents and teachers to talk about with all teens.he can't get plenty of. He reads it
willingly, daily. Author speaks right to teenagers and my child was hooked when i read him
only a sample. Meh I thought this would be best for my children because I really enjoyed the
original, but they couldn’t have cared less about it. Lets equip them in every way that we can.
Covey! My Son liked the book so much, we bought a copy My Son liked the book so much, we
bought a duplicate. We originally took this book out from the library, but found that it would
end up being useful to have so we bought a duplicate for him. suggested for just about any
teenager (or preteen) Good go through for parents and teens alike This was assigned for my
10th grader's Religious beliefs class. It delved into so many conditions that she has faced this
year alone and helped me immensely talking about those issues with her..
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